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in this issue
64Gb SSD Drives for SONOSAX Recorders

After deep studies, significant

SONOSAX user's awarded and nominated

numbers of technical tests in
our laboratory and practical
tests

on

location

in

real

condition, we are pleased to
announce that a 64Gb SSD
Drives is now available for all
SONOSAX

recorders:

the

MINIR82, the SX-R4 and the
internal

recorder

of

CONGRATULATIONS to

the

SONOSAX SX-ST8DR mixer.

Tony Johnson, New Zealand

This

for winning the Broadcast Film Critics and for his
nomination at the Oscars as Best Sound mixer on the
film AVATAR.

SSD

drive

is

fully

compatible with all current HD
Drive in terms of size and

"The mixer was fantastic for AVATAR as I needed so
many output options and would be one of only a
couple of mixers that could do the job", said Tony
Johnson about his SONOSAX ST8D mixer.

connectivity and can be either
installed at factory as an option
on new recorders or it can be
retrofitted on existing SONOSAX

Tony Johnson shares the award and the nominations
at the OSCAR with Christopher Boyes, Gary Summers
and Andy Nelson.

recorder as an upgrade.
Important notice:
Replacing a HD drive by the new
SSD drive in an existing unit can
only be done by a qualified
technician, thus please contact
your local SONOSAX distributor
for replacement a drive.
Any inappropriate intervention
voids the warranty.
Replacement SSD drives will be
supplied to distributors fully
tested

and

fully

formatted.

Installing any other brand of
drive may lead to malfunction
and will not be covered by the
warranty.
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CONGRATULATIONS to

CONGRATULATIONS to

Pierre Excoffier, Bruno Tarrière
and Sélim Azzazi
Winners of the CESAR 2010 for the "Best
Sound".

Peter J. Devlin, U.S.A.

Pierre Excoffier was using a renewed
SONOSAX SX-S for this movie.

Peter J Devlin is another enthusiastic user
of the SONOSAX SX-ST8D mixer.

for his nomination at the Oscars as Best
Sound mixer on the film STAR TREK.
Shared with Anna Behlmer, Andy Nelson

